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APPLICABLE SERVICES

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

Metal Frame Glass Stillage - 2000x1000x2250mm,
double-sided loading
SKU GB0001

Metal glass stand with double-sided loading, ideal for safely storing and
transporting glass plates or windows. This model is made of hot-dip
galvanized metal and has dimensions of 2000x1000x2250mm.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material Metal

Status New

Outside dimension lenght 2000

Outside dimension width 1000

Outside dimension height 2250

Dynamic load 2000

Type Glass Stillages

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Metal glass stand 2000x1000x2250mm - hot
dip galvanized - new

High-quality metal glass stand, specially designed for the safe storage
and transport of large and bulky (glass) products. With dimensions of
2000x1000x2250mm, it offers enough space for your valuable glass
plates. This new and durable product is hot-dip galvanized, providing
excellent protection against rust and corrosion. This allows it to be
effortlessly placed outside, even under different weather conditions.

This product, also called glass / plate container, is equipped with double-
sided loading, so you can easily load and unload glass plates. The sturdy
construction with spoon guides at the bottom ensures that it can be
moved effortlessly, even in confined spaces. With a maximum load
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capacity of 2000kg, it is suitable for safely carrying heavy glass plates.
The weight of 150kg ensures optimal balance and stability. In addition,
this model is equipped with rubber glass protection, which protects the
glass from damage during transport.

PLEASE NOTE: When you want to lift the glass buck using the lifting eyes
at the top, make sure it is not loaded. Safety always comes first.

Choose our metal glass stand and enjoy the benefits of this high-quality
and user-friendly product. Protect your glass products from damage and
increase the efficiency of your work. Rely on the durability and
functionality of this topper in our range for all your storage and transport
needs.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/metal-frame-glass-stillage-2000x1000x2250mm-
double-sided-loading-gb0001
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